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Artificial Intelligence is already impacting negatively job selection by reinforcing
biases (pivotal example the Amazon ‘male only’ hiring case). On top of the ‘traditional’
discrimination based on gender, age, nationality, sexual orientation, religion, ethnic
origin, minority groups, disability, today AI is adding up a new one, the Genetic
Algorithm, based on ‘genes’, term borrowed from Darwin’s evolution theory now used
as method of automated sourcing and selection of profiles and CVs using a simulation
of adaptive mutation.

Below is explained why this determines an unprecedented massive and systemic
exclusion of the ‘non-fit’ and non adaptive kind of individuals from work selection,
while progressively creating a wide category of workers whose ‘fit-in’ gene mutates
and multiplies to meet ever changing requests in an endless effort similar to the hamster
riding the wheel with the illusion of evolving, while remaining instead in the same
place.

Those who fit in a given natural environment by mutating their own features will adapt
and survive: this is the core of Darwin’s theory explaining human evolution from apes
to Homo Sapiens Sapiens.

Natural environment enforces mutation and selects those individual creatures who adapt
better and faster, while those who don’t fit in the restrictive environment and its
changes will die and their specie extinguish. A common example: only those giraffes
with longer necks reaching high trees leaves gradually mutated their DNA over million
years; they did not change their habitat through action, obviously, they passively
adapted through an induced effort (stretching their necks to survive).

In the law of the jungle external settings dictate how you have to transform yourself,
which ‘gene’ (feature) you have to develop to adapt, strive, mutate and finally
reproduce so your successive offspring become the fittest.



The automated algorithm will single out the ‘genes’ (meaning work experience and
personal qualities like instinct, character, adaptability) and match them against the
fitness factor.

Once AI filters the genes matching the fitness requirement, the CV (or the public/social
media profile automatically preselected) goes through the predictive behaviour
optimisation: the ones able to pass the filter of preset multiple variables, will  survive.
Individuals who are not inclined (have not the gene) to adapt, but tend to stand alone
and use their own tools to act externally, to impact and bring change, don’t even enter
the algorithm artificial selection: they are automatically dumped in the bin.

These millions rejections remain in companies databases marked as unsuitable, because
it's the overall attribute (or gene) of ‘fitness’ employers are after.

The point is Nature does not select the best or the good or the exceptions, but species
fitting surrounding conditions. The main feature of  creatures is adaptation, the ability to
mutate when external setting require them to do so; that means the more you are able to
adapt yourself, the longer you’ll survive in changing, challenging, hostile,
environments.

In our civilised world, instead, humans use their genes not just to passively adapt, but
to actively change the environment using tools. This distinguishes us from animals in
terms of evolution.

You might think that nowadays, in our civilised world, selection among humans is
guided by ethical principles enshrined in law and Human Rights. Forget it. We are
going the opposite direction towards a ‘techno-jungle’ where job selection works
through artificial intelligence driven genetic algorithm: individual CVs are selected if
they fit into a number of pre-set features in a mimic game of natural selection which is,
instead, totally artificial.



The passive adaptation of the fit ones eliminates the active changers in genetic
algorithm job selection game.

GA is not a simple automated selection through key words, like the one HR and
recruiters used over the last ten years, when preset professional skills have been used to
select or eliminate job applicants: education, professional skills and experience are
things a person gains overtime, the result of choices within working life.

Character, instead, as well as inclination, tendency to adapt, rather than being an active
changer, are qualities of the inner personality (the ones the AI prophets renamed and
treat as as genes), are both native and the result of personal experience.

The difference is that this automated process applies the principles of Darwin's
evolution theory to the job selection by screening individuals with predetermined
personal characteristic of passive action (ability and inclination to change/mutate
yourself to fit-in external conditions): fitness is the ‘objective function’ each skill is
matched against.

The simulated AI prediction of potential employees’ behaviour designs a general frame
of the candidate for a job which includes automated deductions over personal
sentiments, intellectual vitality, political attitudes, inner character.

In a world where assertive ideas are often expressed through activism and will for
change, the determination of the adaptation gene as main requirement for a job, means
banning active, stand-alone, exceptional, opinionated, reactive persons from the job
market and, consequently, from the economic dynamics.

This is very dangerous because it gradually creates and develops a new passive
generation of workers while arbitrarily excluding all the others through massive pre-
selection filters.

The adaptation factor. Why the main requirement asked to a person seeking for work
with a solid set of skills and experience should be fitness and not the ability to actively
impact work processes?

Adapting means you have to re-arrange and tailor your skills to what each time you are
asked from seniors, this hampers specialisation and actual evolution.



The systemic creation of the ‘subdued’ gene

Artificial Intelligence in jobs selection is already in use. AI is nothing more than a
learning software: you set the employer’s criteria and the machine autonomously
evolves and perfects the search narrowing down the required features.

When one cv is selected through genetic algorithm, a general frame is set to calculate
the extent of adaptability of each skill to determine not just the immediate outcomes,
but the future ones; AI perfects the search repeating it million times so the following
‘generations’ of selected genes, the ‘offspring’, will be the fitter of the fitter of the
fitter…

You might think professional skills are selected, instead the outcome is the hamster’s
gene.

Multitasking, multiple skills, adapting to ever changing tasks, are the features/genes
required for the majority of positions up to supervisors and low/middle management.

Like the hamster rides the wheel with the illusion of going forward, the new generation
of GA selected workforce is busy fitting tasks thinking to progress.

The new genetic algorithm software allows companies to select, nourish and multiply
this offspring of highly adaptive employees eliminating chances different ‘genes’
creeping in a workplace.

The four stages of the process (sourcing, selection, crossover, mutation) demonstrate
this.



THE FOUR STEPS OF AI GENETIC ALGORITHM SELECTION

 1) SOURCING INITIAL
POPULATION

 2) SELECTION BY FITNESS
PROBABILITY

 3) CROSSOVER MIX WITH OTHER
GENES

4)  MUTATION AND NEW
OFFSPRING

Despite the widely promoted
attractive luminescent 3D
designed features, AI and

genetic algorithm in reality
look like the table below



Let's assume you’re a marketing accountant: your skills are matched against the fitness
factor through a roulette wheel measuring fitness probability of your skills finally coded
in a  chromosome:

The difference with a traditional method of CV selection through key words is that this
measured each skill per se in relation to the job description, while the AI genetic
algorithm rates a set of skills on the basis of the extent of their fitness factor taken as
only fix parameter.

As AI narrows down this selection to infinite, the result is a progressively uniformed
type of workers who have in common the ‘adaptability’ factor as their main gene in
their ‘chromosomes’.

In facts the final stage of this heuristic mimic of natural selection, drafts the likely
chromosome of the job applicant:

Cumulative values of fitness probability of a job candidate’s chromosome



Why it’s dangerous and will irreversibly change our societies for worse

Short term consequences

1) AI determination of predictive behaviour introduces an element of
conditionality: you keep the job if you behave as expected. This is a confirmation the
use of AI driven GA is a tool aimed at progressively reducing chances of personal
development and initiative at work and the impact these might have on companies.

2) Total lack of transparency in the process which is not even declared as method of
selection by employers. Not just CV application deliberately sent, but social media
profiles are scanned (and banned if non-suitable) by the AI GA machines, without
accounts holders being aware.

3) Time: the ‘fitter offspring’ doesn’t take years to multiply as workers are
automatically selected in seconds through artificial and arbitrarily preset filters.

Long term consequences

1) The optimisation of AI automation applied to GA selection creates a prevalent
characteristic in a determined medium-low level of the work environment
progressively distanced from the higher one: those who are selected and those who
actively select through these expensive AI tools.

2) The application of Darwin’s evolution theory and related terminology is purely
instrumental and cloaks in dignity the cynical application of the law of the jungle to
job selection which, instead, must be carried out exclusively on the ground of
professional skills, experience and education: the result is the involution of workers in
medium-low level positions.

3) Involution. If you single out a specific characteristic, a gene, and isolate it from all
the other ones reckoning this as the main prevalent feature of an individual, then you
nourish it and reinforce that gene by merging it among similar ones, this characteristic
will easily adapt weakening all the other features. This doesn’t mean that they will
evolve into something better or an excellent creature.

4) Though in the GA selection fitness is the fix function and chromosomes are the
variable they are measured against, fitness remains the key element for the promotion
of a CV, meaning that being able to fit is itself a gene expected to determine the final
chromosome.



The money saving factor

This disputable method of selection is money saving for businesses who find
workforce fitting the job faster therefore spending less in HR.

But there’s more: those who use genetic algorithm know well that AI optimised
selection of the ‘fittest’  increasingly reduces and inhibits the ‘gene’ of competition for
higher positions because people are selected for their adaptation to a given set of
tasks; within that level there might be competition, but that’s comparable to the
hamster’s wheel.

The chromosome required is adaptation to a uniformed and steady environment (that
nothing has to do with natural environment) which will not challenge anybody to
stretch the neck and reach high targets. Their predicted behaviour is busy multitasking
and not to achieve that specialisation which would lead them to excel and progress.

Though the four steps of the GA recruiting (sourcing, selection, crossover and
mutation) mimic Darwinian evolution, their ‘location’ is not the natural environment,
but an entirely artificial one which, in fact, groups same skills, assimilates individuals
and progressively distances them from the higher managerial positions: those who
certainly aren’t selected through genetic algorithm: the process threatens social
mobility within work environments.



Software providers: Python, Matworks, File Fitter, UKG, GAFFitter, Empower Dev,
Evolution Tournament, Systems Biology Software Project, Genetic Algorithm File
Fitter, GAFFitter Systems Biology Software Project, Evolutionary Structural
Optimization Package (ESOP)

Virtual recruiters using the software providing the selection service to businesses:
HiredScore, HireVue, Mya Systems Hiring chatbot, HiredScore

Companies: Amazon, CocaCola, Unilever, Vodafone, Oracle, Procter & Gamble,
PepsiCo, Ebay, MIcrosoft, Cisco, Hubspot, Visa

Startups: ideal.com, Avrio AI inc, Entelo, Engage Talent, Emerj

The sector is rapidly expanding and it’s relevant to stress that not just multinationals are
using talent sourcing softwares to find their workforce, but smaller companies select
future employees from high number of applications or pools of talents, though they
need to fill very few vacancies.

Evolutions

GA is evolving and multiplying massively (it’s its main ‘feature’) and the tasks it is
being assigned aren’t limited to filling vacancies, but also expand to promotion and
compensation of employees. Machine learning then is used to replace the decision
making process on internal mobility within companies.

This system will lead to a dramatic change inside companies: we have to focus on the
fact that employers want maximum productivity, minimum costs, low budgets and
reduce chances to be sued in employment tribunals, or generally in courts. The process
of de-personalisation of workforce dynamics is espression of the need to control
employers in order to prevent unwanted outcomes.

AI tools and GA method is a highly automated one which perfect and evolves itself
optimising the search. This makes easier to employers to de-responsibilise themselves
in case of wrong selection, biases, lack of ethics and disregard for Human Rights and
employment laws.

Ultimately this is a form of de-humanisation which, furthermore, delegates
responsibility of key decisions to automated systems.

Some of the companies producing, providing and using GA



Conclusions

Though AI-GA applications are bringing exceptional development in health,
engineering, chemical and bio-research, for the above reasons, and the many others that
could result from further studies on this heuristic search model, AI genetic algorithm
selection applied to people in relation to jobs should be banned immediately.

This automated system empowers those who can afford and are in the position to use
machine learning AI tools to protect and distance themselves from potential
competitors by increasingly de-selecting those who are ‘too active’, less adaptable and
then ‘not-fit’ to enter medium-low positions in companies.

The process finally determines a future automated ‘specie’ of workers who, regardless
the sector and industry they are in, have one prevalent skill/characteristic: tendency to
fit-in, to self-adequate.

In addition to this, GA is a non transparent method and the use of AI to search and
select public CVs and profiles, whether they are job seekers or not and without them
knowing, it’s totally unlawful because it permanently marks as ‘noes’ individuals on
databases (which are also shared among companies and, who knows which other
entities).

Selection of people on the basis of personal characteristics is unlawful; selecting them
exclusively on the ground of the extent their personal features fit into the boxes of work
is an aggravating factor.
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Reference for legal frame
EPRS - ‘AI and digital tools in workplace management and evaluation’

https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2022/729516/EPRS_STU(2022)729516_EN.pdf
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